"There, I am at the border of my condition as a living being. My body extricates itself, as being alive, from that border." —Linda Stark

The paintings of Linda Stark occupy an indeterminate space where personal and universal themes interweave, producing a series of fragmented portrayals not only of her own lived experience but also those of a larger social body. Predominantly small in scale, objects she can easily manipulate and rotate with her hands, the paintings reflect an interior world (psychological, spiritual, and intellectual) as much as they index the shared exterior world (cultural, environmental, and mundane). In this way, Stark’s work operates on a threshold of bodily experience, with the luscious tactility of her surfaces acting as markers of a material reality, while her treatment of the subject matter steers the viewer to consider what lies beyond. “One could say I’m a confessional artist,” states Stark, “the work is personal, though I believe it is through the intensely personal that one can make that work is telling of the human condition, relating to all of humanity.”

Although often beginning from a specific encounter in Stark’s life, her extended process—she often spends years on a single painting—envolves unmooring her subjects from a finite time and place, so that they adopt a more symbolic, evanescent status, what she refers to as “resonant.” While working in a temp job as a law firm in order to become heapled with the herringbone wea pattern of the hardwood floor and started to consider the possibilities of working with this intricate motif in oil. White Weave (1992) is one of many canvases that developed out of this quotidian moment. In order to make each of her “Weave” paintings, a signature style, she allows a thick, viscous drop of oil paint to form across the canvas, which takes several hours to congeal. Stark’s drops are a far cry from the slapdash, all-over spontaneity of Jackson Pollock’s; instead, hers are gradually and methodically built-up, and yet just as masterful. She patiently waits for the individuated lines to dry before adding yet another layer on top—a process that in its entirety can take upward of a year to complete. Furthermore, for Stark the weave pattern evolves women’s work and the Homeric tale of Penelope, who patiently waits decades for her husband, the black widow is also an infamous feminine archetype. Yet the black widow represents the inverse of Penelope: the femme fatale, the female destroyer who patiently waits decades for her husband, the black widow is also an infamous feminine archetype. Silver beads of a belly-button ring dangle above like opalescent moons. Continuing her investigation of a crested wave (a cliché of landscape painting) over a caricatured rendering of a woman’s vagina. Meticulously textured skin. The image is filtered through a pop vernacular with the superimposition of a created wave (a cliché of landscape painting) over a caricatured rendering of a woman’s vagina. In contrast, she considered a sign that has also undergone a transformation, the swastika, sculpting its lines out of ridges of dripped oil paint. The swastika in its original form is an ancient Sanskrit symbol that signifies good and a positive life force—Stark’s painting shows this original orientation. However, the Nazis adopted the symbol, rotating it forty-five degrees clockwise. Through their appropriation, the symbol came to represent evil and death—the very opposite of its original signification. Stark reflects on this transposition of a sacred form through the profane, and how the meaning of this symbol was negated over time. To this end she poignantly aligns its form with a black hole: “things go in and come out corrupted.”

Similarly, Black Widow Portrait II (1999) is one of many paintings Stark executed as a result of a real black widow infestation of her former studio and her daily observation of the spiders. In an attempt to confront her fear of these arachnids, she began to paint nighttime portraits of them, isolating the distinctive red hourglass pattern found on their abdomen, raising it in an embossed detail against a black background, all-over spontaneity of Jackson Pollock’s; instead, hers are gradually and methodically built-up, and yet just as masterful. She patiently waits for the individuated lines to dry before adding yet another layer on top—a process that in its entirety can take upward of a year to complete. Furthermore, for Stark the weave pattern evolves women’s work and the Homeric tale of Penelope, who patiently waits decades for her husband, the black widow is also an infamous feminine archetype. Yet the black widow represents the inverse of Penelope: the femme fatale, the female destroyer who patiently waits decades for her husband, the black widow is also an infamous feminine archetype. Stark transgresses the cultural norm of what is representable, entering the unbounded, liquid terrain of the abject, what Julia Kristeva describes as a corporeal place of both inside and outside, existing “beyond the limit.” Stark further examines fluid (bodily and painterly) states in Untitled (Two Fountains) (1999), where blood seemingly streams forth from two nipples (presumably of female breasts) set amid a flimsy, tactile ground, eventually dripping down off the canvas’s edge. In Fixed (2011), one of her “Adorned” paintings that conflates a bejeweled body with painting, she shifts to a cooler temperature, depicting a cropped image of a magnified teak-leaf female body with meticulously textured skin. The image is filtered through a pop vernacular with the superimposition of a created wave (a cliché of landscape painting) over a caricatured rendering of a woman’s vagina. Here again Stark considers a sign that has also undergone a transformation, the swastika, sculpting its lines out of ridges of dripped oil paint. The swastika in its original form is an ancient Sanskrit symbol that signifies good and a positive life force—Stark’s painting shows this original orientation. However, the Nazis adopted the symbol, rotating it forty-five degrees clockwise. Through their appropriation, the symbol came to represent evil and death—the very opposite of its original signification. Stark reflects on this transposition of a sacred form through the profane, and how the meaning of this symbol was negated over time. To this end she poignantly aligns its form with a black hole: “things go in and come out corrupted.”

Stark’s process is not only an assiduous interrogation of symbolic forms, but also of the medium of paint. Indeed her inventive, technical expertise is a hallmark of her painting. Perhaps this is most pronounced in Stigmata (2011), an exacting portrait of her left palm incised with the word “feminist.” In effect she recuperates a highly charged social term, literally branding it into her hand, she poignantly aligns its form with a black hole: “things go in and come out corrupted.”

Stark continues to plague female artists) through highly defined striations of paint. As in much of her oeuvre, Stark here renders the corporeal on the verge of multiple states—physical, cultural, and metaphysical—yielding a subtlety saturated version of each.
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Linda Stark presents an illustrated overview of her work

Biography

Born in San Diego in 1956, Linda Stark lives and works in Los Angeles. The artist received a B.A. from the University of California, Davis (1978), and an M.F.A. from the University of California, Irvine (1985). Over the last twenty years, she has exhibited in numerous solo exhibitions at Angles Gallery, Los Angeles; as well as at the Santa Barbara Contemporary Arts Forum; Santa Barbara; Jack Shainman Gallery, New York; Marc Foxx Gallery, Los Angeles; and Figure Contemporary, Chicago. Her work has been featured in selected group exhibitions as varied as Unitled (organized by the artist Evan Halloway), Uris Leiberman Gallery, New York; Whitsunday: Bernard Maltz Gallery, Otis College of Art and Design, Los Angeles; FigPac! The Unvisual Object, FIGA Curatorial Lab, Los Angeles; Unfinished Paintings, Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions, Los Angeles; Desire: Six Los Angeles Artists, Pasadena Museum of California Art, Pasadena, L.A. Fair, Oakland Museum of California, Oakland, and Matt Holte, California State Fullerton Grand Central Arts Center, Santa Ana, among many others. She is the recipient of two National Endowment for the Arts Visual Artist Fellowships, a California Arts Council fellowship, and a COLA Visual Artist Fellowship.
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